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The Spanish Gypsy by George Eliot. Edited by Antonie Gerard van den Broek. 
Consulting Editor William Baker (London: Pickering and Chatto, 2008), 
pp. Ixi + 451. ISBN 978 1 85196 847 3 
This edition complements the two volume edition of The Complete Shorter Poetry of George 
Eliot, also edited by Antonie Gerard van den Broek and published by Pickering and Chatto in 
2005. Like those volumes it presents an edited text and a mass of information, editorial, critical 
and contextual (the list of textual variants alone occupies about 120 pages). These volumes 
make an essential reference point for future discussion of the poem. William Baker's Preface 
describes its conception, progress and reception, and van den Broek's Introduction takes up in 
more detail the critical and conceptual contexts. There are four appendices. The first gives 
Eliot's notes on 'The Spanish Gypsy and Tragedy in general' (taken from Cross's biography), 
which include her account of the germ of the poem: looking at Titian's 'Annunciation' and 
seeing the Virgin as a figure 'chosen' by 'foregoing hereditary conditions' (rather than divine 
grace) to fulfil her role. Fedalma, the Spanish gypsy of the title, is chosen by her racial identity, 
acting through the agency of her father, Zarca, to lead the gypsies out of Spain to a homeland 
in Africa. The second appendix gives Eliot's notes on gypsies in 'A Writer's Notebook' , taken 
from Wiesenfarth's edition (Virginia, 1981). Van den Broek very helpfully annotates these 
passages, linking them to the text of the poem. Two further appendices give Eliot's notes on 
Spain and on the Inquisition. Both of these have recently been published elsewhere, but it is 
good to have all this material collected in a single volume. 
One of the most interesting things about the Introduction is that it shows just how ambivalent 
her contemporaries were about her achievement in The Spanish Gypsy: there is almost 
universal agreement that her motives and aims were worthy, but much less agreement about 
how the work should be judged and whether it was successful. Those doubts and queries live 
on in recent criticism in spite of our re-conceived ideas of race and identity. A real obstacle to 
serious consideration of The Spanish Gypsy is the simple fact that she treated racial identity and 
destiny so much more intricately in Daniel Deronda, and it's difficult to read the poem without 
that hindsight, as two recent articles in this journal have indicated (Brenda McKay's 'Race and 
Myth: The Spanish Gypsy', George Eliot Review, 26, 1995, and Miyuki Amano's 'The 
Widening Vision and Undying Hope in The Spanish Gypsy', George Eliot Review, 36, 2005). 
For George Eliot as for many of her contemporaries, 'gypsy' evidently implied a racial identity 
and therefore destiny. As the charismatic Zarca explains to his renegade daughter, it is not a 
matter of choice: 
Is there a choice for strong souls to be weak? 
For men erect to crawl like hissing snakes? 
I choose not - I am Zarca. 
And Zarca is no mere individual but the prophet of a godless religion (,wanderers whom no 
God took knowledge of I ... Who have no Whence or Whitherin their souls'), 
a faith 
Taught by no priest, but by their beating hearts: 
Faith to each other: the fidelity 
Of fellow-wanderers in a desert place. 
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He is explicitly compared to 'Moses, Christ and Mahomet' by the astounded Fedalma, and the 
rhetorical force of his speeches, together with his tragic death, certainly suggests George Eliot 
intended him to impress. He is a kind of Comtean prophet. But why a Gypsy? As the editors 
point out, agreeing with Deborah Epstein Nord's Gypsies and the British Imagination, 1807-
1930 (Columbia, 2(06), it was only because so little was known (as opposed to imagined) 
about gypsies in Spain or anywhere else that she could invent so stark a racial narrative. It 
seems that Gypsies were not in fact specially persecuted in late fIfteenth century Spain, and it 
has been argued that the Inquisition left them alone precisely because, having no religion (as 
far as anyone knew), they could not be heretics. 
This confrontation between Fedalma and her father comes about a third of the way through the 
poem, but it is the central event. The working out of its consequences - Fedalma's decision not 
to marry her lover Don Silva, his twice changing sides in the conflict between the Spanish 
nobility and the Gypsies (in fragile league with the Moors), betraying Spain because he loves 
Fedalma, and then betraying her by killing her father - seems merely the fulfIlment of a tragic 
pattern. Lewes thought the poem would make a good opera but not a stage play. Probably he 
did not mean that it would work better if you couldn't hear all the words, but that subversive 
thought nagged as I read through the second half. There are moments of dramatic intensity, 
others of lyric pathos, and still others where Eliot's historical research is distilled in powerfully 
evocative description of the ethos of fifteenth century Spain at a crucial moment in its history. 
But there are also stretches of monologue that begin with the promise of real conflict and end 
in acquiescence in the predicted conclusion: drama stunted by an overriding concept of 
tragedy; Silva, for example, goes through the possibilities of his situation and ends by agreeing 
with the author that he's for it. 
The text printed here is puzzling. The title page tells us that it is the Cabinet edition of 1878 (in 
fact the Spanish Gypsy appeared as volume 9 in 1879), and the extensive textual notes give 
manuscript readings. But this text differs from the Cabinet edition in many lines, often 
reproducing readings from earlier versions without any apparent explanation. Since the editor 
does not mention the 1868 printed edition, I assume these readings have been imported from 
the manuscript. Sometimes these variants occur in lines using the word 'Zincali', the Spanish 
name for gypsies, and in these cases it is possible to guess what has happened. As van den 
Broek tells us, George Eliot at fIrst thought the word was pronounced with the accent on the 
second syllable but found during her visit to Spain in 1867, the year before The Spanish Gypsy 
was published, that she was wrong. So she set about revising the text to accommodate this 
change of rhythm, and since the word Zincali occurred very many times and she was a stickler 
for regular pentameters, there was a lot to do. Van den Broek is alert to these instances and 
records the change from 'Zincali' to 'Zincali' in his textual notes; but strangely he doesn't 
always reproduce the consequent revisions in his text. For example, at line 3177 in Book I, the 
manuscript evidently has the phrase 'The fate that made you a Zincala'; the Cabinet edition has 
'The fate that made you Zincala'; while the present edition has, awkwardly, 'The fate that made 
you a Zfncala'. The result is a number of hypermetric lines (and at least one hypometric) that 
appear to be editorial constructions. Readers won't fuss about this as I have, but they may feel 
something is wrong: George Eliot took great pains over the metrical form of her verse. Henry 
James reported that 'in the whole length of the volume before us we have not observed a single 
slovenly line, a single sentence unpolished or unfInished'. She wasn't a 'born poet', he says, 
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contrasting Elizabeth Barrett Browning's Aurora Leigh, but The Spanish Gypsy had none of 
Browning's tactless, tasteless and faulty lines. The ample textual notes in this edition give 
many examples of this polishing and finishing: we are all greatly obliged to George Eliot for 
not obliterating first thoughts when reaching for second or third thoughts. 
Michael Baron 
Birkbeck, University of London 
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